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															We have clients that have been using us for their moves for over 10 years.
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															Interstate Removalists

															Allen Moving and Storage is an all-round removalist. 
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															Transitioning to a new office should be an exciting upgrade, not a stressful ordeal.
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															Residential Storage

															Embrace a lifestyle of spacious elegance with Allen Moving's...
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															Elevate the way you manage office spaces with Allen Moving's...
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															Step into a world of streamlined space management with Allen Moving's...
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				Just give us a call, and we’ll be happy to discuss the specifics of your move and tailor our service to you.
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[image: Heather Di Carlo]
Heather Di Carlo
1712179484

We had Ben and Alex to do the loading up, they were polite, efficient and incredibly strong! We had a big load, so we did require an additional truck the next day, but they arrived happily and got it done in only 2 hours.When they arrived at our new home in NSW we had Tim, Cooper (I thought he said his name was cucumber, I was a tad overtired!!!)and a spooky guy called George. He was very spirited!The unload was done so efficiently, it’s actually a pleasure to be surrounded by boxes.Thanks boys, you were amazing.
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Prue Ashforth
1711158186

Allen and Vincent were amazing and worked so hard in extreme heat all day without a break. They made the whole experience much more manageable and stress-free, including supplying wardrobe boxes to move my clothes easily and putting extra effort into placing items in the right locations in the new home, all of this and no damage to any of my precious belongings. Thanks so much and would definitely recommend them to anyone.
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Our experience will Allen’s was terrific, we had not moved for 30 years so very inexperienced. All the teams we encountered throughout our process were great, helpful, patient, careful with even the most sensitive items and experienced. Would highly recommend.
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Lesley Bartholomew
1709190875

We recently used Allen Moving for our move from Port Melbourne to Southbank and the guys (Ben, Levi and Vinnie) were the BEST. It was the least stressful move we have ever done. My husband had these guys recommended off Facebook and it was the best decision we did with choosing Allen Moving. We will DEFINITELY use these guys again. BIG, BIG thankyou to Ben, Levi and Vinnie, great job guys!!!
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mark slade
1709089839

Very happy with Ben, Al Mark and the boys!They were polite, efficient and careful and will most definitely use them again!
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Katrina Earle
1708653357

Alex, Alan and Tian were terrific moving our furniture and contents and all in 36 degree heat! They were courteous, friendly and efficient. Now that’s how you know you’ve got the right people beside you when they can do all the heavy and tight moving under very trying conditions. They made it smooth and easy. Thanks for your professionalism.
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shannon mcclurg
1708075293

Wonderful experience moving with Allen’s.Liam and Matt were fantastic. On a 37 degree day, moving some of my extremely heavy furniture and plants up a flight of stairs was tough work!I would definitely recommend to everyone.
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Richard Downey
1707866834

Ben and Alan were brilliant. Made the delivery of my little mini unbelievably easy. Superb service, highly recommend! Thanks guys
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Trudie Cunningham
1707109265

Excellent service and fantastic group of movers. Polite, helpful and efficient. Couldn't ask for more
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Mike Furness
1707107649

So glad we engaged these guys for our move. Al, Coops and Alex were fabulous. So helpful and they worked so hard to ensure we had everything moved quickly and put exactly where we wanted it. We had a number of very heavy large items too. I can't recommend them more highly.
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Chris Kelly
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We had an outstanding experience with Allen Moving during our recent relocation. From the beginning, their professionalism shone through, with a courteous and knowledgeable team (Alan, Alex and Cooper) that guided us seamlessly through the process. Despite facing unexpected challenges like rain at both ends of the move, Allen Moving impressed us with their unparalleled speed and efficiency. Their commitment to meeting deadlines while maintaining a high standard of service set them apart.What truly stood out was the exceptional care and attention given to all our belongings. Even in adverse weather conditions, the team handled each item with precision and ensured everything arrived intact. Allen Moving's dedication to professionalism, speed, and the meticulous protection of our possessions made our move stress-free. Without hesitation, we highly recommend Allen Moving to anyone seeking a reliable and top-notch moving service. Thank you, Allen Moving, for making our relocation a smooth and positive experience.
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Jacqueline Felice
1705572531

Allens are the best removalist we have ever used! Very professional, friendly, efficient and nothing was ever a hassle, highly recommend!
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Fiona Moore
1705563029

Professional service from start to finish. Friendly and caring staff who took care and made suggestions as well. Thanks to all at Allen Moving & Storage.
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Nathan Sable
1705293890

Reliable, friendly, efficient service
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Madonna K
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This was my 19th move and the first time I've used Allen Moving & Storage as I only moved to Melbourne in 2023.  I find moving extremely stressful as I have found it never goes according to plan and have had many damaged, missing or left behind items in the past.  Not this time however!! I was amazed at the professionalism and efficiency of the staff.  It was all over and done within a few hours.  I will be using this company again for my 20th move and probably 21st, 22nd and 23rd!!
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Third time we’ve moved with Allen. Professional, efficient, and great value. Thankfully my corporate skinny arms weren’t called upon. I will use them for a fourth time, just hopefully that’s no time soon.
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Linda Naveen
1700273886

Allen and Tim were truly amazing.I am happy to give  them more than five stars. They were very accommodative when we had unexpected delays.
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Naveen Thomas
1700271896

Thank you, Allen and Tim.You did an amazing job.Very professional, punctual and perfect work.
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Carolyn Pratt
1697873032

I highly recommend Allen Moving and Storage, the team who moved and packed my things into storage were super professional, friendly, on time and very skilled at what they do. I felt very confident that my things were in good hands. They made the process of moving easy and stress free, which I really appreciated!
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George Donikian
1696834547

Hard working crew with a rare attention to detail - huge thank you the team return to move us back into our residence after renovations
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Julie Anne Longano
1695085410

Fantastic removalist company. Highly experienced and strong in their work. We had no issues or problems with our recent Melb to Syd move and would definitely use the team again :)
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Wendy Patton
1693291082

I had a wonderful experience moving with Allen and merry men. They were efficient and friendly and nothing was too much trouble.
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Elise Simpson
1691733699

Second time I’ve used Allens. Can’t fault them. Outstanding service, went above and beyond to source extra help where needed. Will definitely use them when we move again in 12 months’ time.
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Emma Cuthbert
1690794340

Ben, Tim and the rest of the team are the best! My husband and I booked a relocation move from Melbourne to Brisbane. We couldn’t have been more happy with the service we received. So grateful for the amount of stress and time saved. Highly recommend. These guys are absolute legends!
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Leanne Thomson
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Allen and Ethan did an amazing job with helping us move.They were very professional in every aspect, by taking care of our furniture and belongings as well as being very efficientDefiantly highly recommend themThanks you again Allen and Ethan
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Michael Koukounaras
1687385599

Can’t say enough good things about Ben , Tim and the other staff. Could not be more accomodating. A real pleasure to deal with really great people.Will never move with anyone else.Michael and CathKeilor to the Sunshine Coast
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Chris Pedic
1686747047

This was the fourth time we’ve used Allen Moving & Storage and we’ve again had a seamless and stress free move. They packed all our belongings and David, Ethan and Allen completed the move. Everyone was fantastic,  professional and hard working. Highly recommend them.  Thank you.
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Aliza Michael
1682957980

Allen, Matt and Liam did our move today. Disassembled and reassembled all beds, bunk beds furniture. Highly knowledgeable and efficient. Very hard workers. Made our move day so easy. Highly reccomend
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Sarah Wilson
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Allen movers were incredible!! They arrived early, and were so efficient in packing the truck. They were careful in handling our stuff, and put our beds together and installed our washer and dryer. Huge thank you to Allen, Ethan and Matt! You made our move far less stressful and helped us settle into our new place.
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tom joseph
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Allen’s did a wonderful job moving everything for us. Everything they moved remained in pristine condition and they were very quick and efficient.
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Jack Peethamparam
1676972500

Great experience, Allen and Alex were friendly, polite, and went to extra mile when moving my grandparents belongings to their new house.The company provides a fantastic service, would highly recommend.
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Nebu Mathews
1676513657

Stress free experience from Allen. They picked up on time and delivered on time. Items were carefully delivered without damage and mine was an interstate move. Amazing communication. Definite value for money
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The guys at Allen Moving & Storage were amazing- very professional, efficient, careful, and respectful. They had a challenging job with lots of delicate pieces, staircases, small spaces, but they managed the entire move without any issues. We’re really grateful and highly recommend.
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Sam Neeson
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Absolutely no complaints with these guys, did a great job! I had a fair bit of stuff to take but they were quick and efficient, packing up and moving me with no problems whatsoever! Would happily recommend to anyone wanting a seamless move!
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Anna Marks
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Thank you so much Allen Moving and Storage. You took all the stress out of our recent move. I have used them twice in the past and didn't hesitate to call them for our move last week. Very professional from my first call to organise a quote and appreciated being able to talk to Ben with all my questions in the lead up to the move.A very big shout out though to Alan and Alex who provided 'the muscle' for the two days it took to move us. You were efficient, accommodating and friendly. You took great care of our possessions and how you managed to get some of the larger pieces in is beyond me. Thank you so much.I will definitely use Allen Moving for any future moves. I can't recommend them highly enough.
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We have used these guys twice within a year and they have been fantastic both times. Polite, fast, efficient and respectful of our belongings. Thank you to Alan, Liam and Matt.
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Chris Palfrey
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Recently used Allens removals to move house. I was completely impressed by their service from start to finish. The team were on time, professional, friendly and efficient. They took the utmost care with our possessions, including moving a large fridge and barbecue down a narrow set of townhouse stairs.I would highly recommend this company and would not hesitate to use them again.
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Aida Kashani
1671515785

Can not be happier. We just moved out recently and Allen and Mo helped us moving out. They are professional, efficient, careful and cautious . There was no damage to our items. They took an excellent care for our packages and households. Highly recommend them.
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Ann Birrell
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Happy to recommend: careful, efficient, helpful and experienced; they were also just nice, trustworthy types.
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Karen Healey
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I used Allen Moving to move me out, hold my goods in storage and then move me in.  The team (Tim, Olly, Alex and Liam) were prompt, careful, efficient and good humoured - even in the face of getting large and heavy items up stairs.  The whole experience was seamless and removed a lot of the stress that comes with moving home.  I thoroughly recommend their team and service to all future movers.
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Sarah Dare
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Thank you to Allen & Mark who helped us move recently. They did a terrific job. What we thought would be a stressful day, wasn’t at all! Professional, friendly and we had a few laughs along the way. Definitely recommend.
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We recently engaged Allen Moving and Storage to help us move us into a rental property whilst we undergo a renovation.Ben and Liam were great! They were both professional and took great care with our furniture whilst also having a laugh and making the experience much less stressful and more fun than expected.We can highly recommend the Allen Moving team.
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I recently used Allen's to move and store my belongings. The process could not have gone more smoothly. From my initial discussion with Ben in the office to the actual move with Liam and Matt my experience with the Allen's team was a pleasure. When I needed to later add some further items to my storage module they were also very accomodating. I cannot recommend them more highly.
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Where would I be without the assistance of Alan and Alex?? Thank you for today guys.I highly recommend the company.Yes they may cost more that other removalists,  but you can't put a price on care, respect, efficiency and honesty.Thank you so much for today guys.
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From quote with Ben to moving with Allen, Liam, Rene and Tim this company has been brilliant. Nothing was too much trouble and the job was completed with professionalism and good humour.  These guys took the stress out of moving and everything was put into place in my new home. Thankyou.
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Lads were awesome!!! Very good to deal with, polite, prompt, patient, and very good at what they do. Recommend to use 👍
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Theresa Valka
1660268411

The team at Allen did a wonderful  job moving everything out of our house and into storage. So efficient, from Ben’s arranging logistics to Owen & Mo on the day. They were efficient, quick, and did a great job. I recommend them 100% and would definitely use them again. A great experience.
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Ben and his team moved us for the 3rd time! Careful and fast.  Took great care of Antiques and precious items.Know where to go, the next move! Trusted removalist.Thank you Lisa Bennetts
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Alan and Mo did a fabulous job moving all our possessions to our new house. They took the utmost care and worked so efficiently, I was in awe just watching them. I can’t recommend Allen Moving & Storage highly enough. Extremely good value for money, too.
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